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“Not everything that 
can be counted counts, 

and not everything 
that counts can be counted.”

Albert Einstein



who am i ?
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part I
complexity.



complexity
what is it?

how to measure complexity?

where does “complex” start and end?



complexity

why complexity?

emergence

surprise

depth



complexity
size of state space?

number of choices per second?

state space/decision tree size?

pieces of information that influence 
these choices?

number of links between elements?



state space
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complexity

stuff.



stuff
1

things we can count
entities, connections, choices (mechanics), 

render states, state space, decision trees, etc.

2
things we can’t (reliably) count

perception, cognition, (re)action, uncertainty



state 10^47  
decision 10^128



state 10^171
decision 10^360



[state ~10^73]
decision 10^33















we perceive complexity 
different than it is 
formally measured



perceived 
complexity



function of the number of

game entities/elements
player choices/mechanics

visual representations
controls

perceived 
complexity



influencing 
perceived 

complexity



creation

reduction

addition



procedural generation

simplification

coupling



procedural generation



texture







texture
stationary process











texture
stationary process







simplification



simplification
basis reduction

reduces degrees of freedom

creates a different game







coupling



coupling
link one entity to another

interpret a resource differently

doesn’t add entities



coupling



coupling



coupling







food

size

momentum
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part II
design example: 

grow21



“Do not make the player feel 
smart. Make the player 
smart.”
– Jonathan Blow



“Do not make the player feel 
smart. Make the player 
smart.”
– Jonathan Blow

Make the player and the 
designer smart(er)



“Do not make the player feel 
smart. Make the player 
smart.”
– Jonathan Blow

Make everyone smart(er)



grow21





















constraints
1

knowledge in the world

2
spatial, no board required

3
one simple mechanic, few choices



constraints
4

readable

5
compact

6
deep



solutions
knowledge in the world

two player card game, symmetric

spatial, no board required
adjacent card placement

one simple mechanic, few choices
draw one card, build stable groups



solutions
readable

all cards are hidden, no hand

compact
single connected component

deep
set packing is NP complete



“I mean, I’m pretty sure I 
saw the pattern of the 
universe laid out in front 
of me last night.”

– Sarah Elmaleh (twitter)



procedural generation

simplification

coupling









takeaways

designers can influence and direct 
perceived complexity

but each version is a different game



takeaways
use generative procedures and 

leverage texture similarity

simplify and reduce DOF

think of adding links, not entities



“the idea becomes the 
machine that creates the 
form.”
- sol lewitt
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